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Abstract - This paper describes an approach to the
design and implementation of an information retrieval
capable of providing an search of users. Textual
analysis is a part of information treatment systems. The
access to digital data through WEB servers is
facilitated by search engines. A number of Internet
search engines provide classified search directories
(alphabetical index, WEB guides, etc..) . Following
request, the user visualizes masses of the obtained
WEB pages. However, the selection of documents
becomes very difficulty due to no-relevant of the
obtained documents. Generally, the user visualizes the
first pages but he doesn’t consult the hundred ones. It
is a difficult to analyzing the pertinence of documents
obtained. He has to have some tools that allow to filter
the information of all web pages. The aim of the
present paper is to suggest a method of filtering based
only on the address URL, titles, abstracts. This filtering
will allow to constitute a set of filtered solutions in
order to improve the reformulation of the question
(request). This step is a part of the user profile
modeling as a tool in order to access to information.
This filtering will allow to constitute a totality of
solutions between the framework of the modeling of
needs oriented of the user. The module is using
classification algorithms to extract more relevant
‘terms’ in titles and abstracts, given texts accepted and
rejected interactively by the user in the process of
filtering. The problem of information searching in texts
is mainly a linguistic problem. The objective is to
construct a system of automatic indexing that uses the
model of Noun Phrases (NP). The couples intensional
prédicate/NP are used from retrieval, navigation and
filtering the solutions captured from the WEB. The
questions, that are asked now, are : Can they play the
role of descriptors of textual databases? How to
organize them in Documentary Indexing System for
the future research of information ? The paper
describes a simple method of selecting the ‘good result’
and proposes an algorithm for organizing future
optimal search.
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1. Introduction

     Access to the information through the WEB
servers is very extremely used by seekers.
Following a request that is formulated by means of
an exploitation engine, the user receives on this
screen masses of WEB pages. The user visualizes
tools that allow to filter the information of all pages
WEB. With the widespread stored information in
Web, it is becoming increasingly important to use
automatic methods for filtering such information
(Belkin & Croft 1992). The goal is to propose a
method of filtering based on address URL1, titles
and abstracts. The aim is to suggest:

- It is about obtaining an environment to
analyze the information produced during the
process of cooperation or resulted from
automatic treatment.
- The linguistic approach of indexing
indicates that the meaning is included in the
document.

        This approach favors the textual analysis
(reflection of the information producer) in order
to end in a representation of meaning. This
study is based on linguistic techniques to
optimize the following aspects :

    - On improvement of automatic indexing
based on an extraction of text references in
order to make a good representation of its
content.
     - On adequate analysis of the request users
in order to satisfy its informational needs.

2. Natural Language Understanding for
Information Retrieval : reference and
indexing
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2.1. Noun Phrase (NP) : Referential function

    The indexing of a document is a
representation of the document so as to
facilitate the obtaining of the included
information. It is the passage from the textual
document to internal representation (Blair,
D.C., 1990). This representation has to have
the semantic characteristics of this document. It
has been shown that the NP2 can be defined as
a continuation of free predicates (Larouk,
1993a) that is constructed around a name. The
NP makes a direct reference to an
extralinguistic element in a fixed universe as
like in the following example.

<1> /The station/ <NP>=<The+station >=<
quantifier + predicate >

     According to Le Guern, it has been seen that
the NPs are the themes. Thus, it is possible to
make a correspondence between extracted NP
of a text by a system and the descriptors that
result from a manual indexing (Le
Guern,1992). The extraction of NP is therefore
determinate to be able to optimize an automatic
indexing (Antoniadis & al., 1988), (Metzger,
1988), (Smeaton & Van Rijsbergen 1988).

2.2.  Intentional predicate

     The quantifier and the central predicate are
vital for obtaining the NP. Consequently, it is
around a central predicate the other
neighborhood elements organize. It is often
represents by a name as in next examples:

<2> / The policy economic / = / The
(policy*economic) /

<2> / The [quantifier]  policy [intensional predicate] economic
[intensional predicate] /

     The central predicate ’’policy’’ is an
intentional element. However, it is possible to

consider it as an open intentional predicate in
order to access to the NP after its referential
closing down in a documentary research. In
addition, the study of elements around
intensional predicate can give interesting
information on continuity of the analysis of the
type of quantifier, at the proximity, can avoid
to do false analysis. We have seen that the
quantification allows the actualization of
simples predicates or complex predicates
(policy * economic) (Larouk,1993a).

2.3. Closing operation of complex predicate :
Appurtenance relations in a NP

     The fooling example show that some
information on the predicates around of
syntagm center are possessed and also on that
NP that are included in other (NP).

<3> < The policy economic of <France> NP

> NP

The NP <France> is included in the
NP_sentence:

<The policy*economic of France> NP

      This appurtenance relation determines some
levels. It has been shown that it is possible to
define several inclusion levels with set theory
(Larouk,1994). Therefore, it is possible to
attribute to NP level 1 if it is simple, level 2 if
it contains a simple NP, level 3 it contains a NP
of level 2 and so on...(thus of continuation). On
one hand, it can be thought that this process can
be extended to other levels, on the other hand, it
seems that this processes is limited in French
(Le Guern,1992). In the framework of
management of answers, the information
provides by the automatic system on the
inclusions between NP can be useful for
oriented interrogations. The advantage of this
viewpoint, by grouping referential objects in
textual set, is to illustrate the composition of
intentional predicates.

3. Linguistic representation of semantic hierarchy and Interrogation
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3.1 Classic mode of interrogation

Documentary research is the mode that seems to
match better for the user. The users questions in
natural language with will be explained by IRS3 in
order to return the most relevant answers of
system. In order to compare a question with the
stocked documents in the database, the request will

be analyzed according to the classical
formalization (Salton (G), McGill (M.J), 1983), so
that, its referential terms can be extracted.
Therefore, the extraction of content can be carried
out by logical representation. In this case, the
provider solution to the user is that witch answers
its request (and only this one).

Collection of 

Documents

Indexing 

representation

Internal 

representation of 

Documents 

Comparaison

Query

Analyse/indexing of 

questions

Internal 

representation of 

questions

Retrieved 

Documents

Feedback

fig.1: Classical model of  SRI [Salton-83, Smeaton-88, Blair-90, Belkin&Croft-92).]

3.2. Schema of interrogation : Other
mode of research based on appurtenance
relations

    The suggested interrogation schema are
based on logical approach and was developed
in previous work (Larouk, 1993 a and b,
1994). The difference was made between
intensional free predicates and closed
predicates (NP). However, this distinction
allows to analyze the interrogation problem
according as these elements are intentional

properties without reference to a fixed
universe (intensional logic) or are referential
functions linked well linked to well defined
with the true value (classic logic).

3.2.1. Hierarchic informational levels

The pertinence could be tried to relations
between the NP. The information levels are
found in the appurtenance bonds between the
words of textual sequence as shown below

<4> /Les conditions de travail des salariés des entreprises de la capitale /

<4> < /The/ conditions/ of/ / work / of /the /workers / of / the/ enterprises /of/ the /capital /

[ _Les conditions de travail  _des salariés  _des entreprises de _la capitale ] level 0

  NP1[ la capitale             ] level 1

  NP2[ les entreprises de la capitale               ] level 2

NP3[ les salariés des entreprises de la capitale                 ] level 3

NP4[ Les conditions de travail des salariés des entreprises de la capitale                 ] level 4

We can see the following characteristics (Larouk,1994) :
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- We call NP4 of level 4 : [macro_NP_final]. This final NP4 is the NP that contains all
the other NP with low level.
- NP3 et NP2 are called respectively [macro_NP] of level 3 and level 2;
- NP1 is called [micro_NP] of level 1 ;
- The intentional predicates have of level 0.

      This gradual process of levels determine one inclusion between NP. This relation reflects
the links between referential objects of textual structure.

fig.2: Inclusion relationships in macro_NP_final

3.2.2. Different schema of
interrogation and retrieval :

Documentary systems, that treat
textual chains, are very formalized.
However, these systems suit well to
designers and formed users (Rich, 1984).
But some problems subsist for no specialist
even if they are helped by assistance systems
of research that's why the possibility for
questioning an information databases in
natural language is the object of several
studies (Copestake & Sparck-Jones, 1990),
(Larouk & Bouché 1993).The next approach
gives the choice between many research
strategies. The notions of
intensional_predicate, micro_NP,
macro_NP, macro_NP_final are used to
introduce the different navigation paths.

3.2.2.1. Filtering Interrogation : Choice of
navigation path

• Information Retrieval by intentional_
predicate : The database has to provide to the
user all the NP, in priority, that contain the
intensional predicate as the center of NP. If

these documents do not answer to the needs of
the user, then it is to possible to
provide him all the NPs with upper lever (greater
level ) which contains the intensional predicate
as the center of NP. In the case, where this
intensional predicate appears in the shape of
complex word, at first the micro_NP which
contains this intensional predicate is proposed (or
prompted) in order to avoid noisy4 solutions.
 

• Information Retrieval by micro_NP : The
database must to provide to the user all the
NP, in priority, that contain the micro_NP. If
these documents do not reply to needs of the
users, then we can provide him with the NP of
upper level (macro_NP_final) that contains
this micro_NP or lower level

 

• (Information Retrieval by macro_NP : The
databases must to provide to the user all the
NP, in priority, that contain the macro_NP. If
there are many documents that reply to the
needs of users, it is possible to select the NP
in this macro_NP with lower level. This
operation of information reduction can be
continued until to micro_NP of low level.

 

• Information Retrieval  by macro_NP _final.
The databases must to provide to the user all
the NP, in priority, that contain the

macro_NP_final

macro_NP

Intensional_predicate micro_NP
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macro_NP_final. If these documents do not
reply to needs of the users, it is possible to
select the NP in this macro_NP with lower
level and thus of continuation.

Filtering set : Schema of Filtering
Interrogation 

The previous different interrogation manners are summarized in the following schema:

fig.3: Interrogation and Retrieval : Different path of navigation

     The schema illustrated a set of solution
even of the most noisy and gives the choice to
the user to satisfy his demand (request). The
manner permits to user to mark the susceptible
solutions of his demand. In order to achieve
this marking , the user has to be able to move
in the structure produced by different levels.
This is what we call the filtering of answers in
cooperative/collaborative mode. To measure
the importance of NP relations in indexing
documents by the search engines, next natural
questions are tested on the web.

3.2.1. Search engines

     Search engines have developed in order to
look for information stored on the Web
(Lardy,1996). Two types of robots are apart
(distinguished) : the indexes and the
descriptors.

   - Indexes engines coves all web servers, and
enrich automatically (enlarge) the directory by
indexing the contents (titles, abstracts, texts)
  - Descriptors engines that have titles as basis
or descriptions provided by the designer-web.

       Among search engines that combine the
two techniques, it there has Francité,
WebCrawler, Excite,...

Retrieved Documents

Queries

macro_NP_final
macro_NP

micro_NP

Intensional_predicate
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3.2.2. Results of test5 on the WEB

modes Questions
intensional predicate Q1 capitale
micro_NP Q2 la capitale

macro_NP_final Q3 les conditions de travail des salariés des enterprises de la capitale

predicates combined  by (ET) Q4 conditions ET  travail ET salariés ET entreprises ET capitale

predicates combined by (AND) Q5 conditions AND  travail AND salariés AND entreprises AND capitale

Search engines Results of interrogation by :
intensional
predicate : Q1

micro_NP
Q2

macro_NP_final
Q3

ET
Q4

AND
Q5

1. 
 HotBot  43973  41401

 
 la=4306052

 capitale=43973

 217  (WEB Europe) 108 (WEB North America) 
 0

 336 (WEB Europe) 108(WEB North America)
 7210546

 217 (WEB Europe) 108 (WEB North America
 3807868

2. 
 InfoSeeK  13183  2168144  693294  1956916  1956916

3. AltaVista 04.12.97  12667  12761  418759  242238  138699

4. AltaVista 30.05.98  172800  172800  2047037  1875540  1578770

5. 
 Lycos  4055  4055  0  0  0

6. 
 SwissSearch  2125  2125  11454  11454  11459

7. 
 Magellan  942  97153  177 681  60203  60203

8. 
 WebCrawler  765  107857  275 645  0  0

9. Dogpile
(Thunderstone)

 320  71  0  0  0

10.
 Ecila  200  200  200  0  0

11.
 Nomade  67  67  55077  4924  133641

12.
 geocities  66  66  0  0  0

13.
 EUREKA  60  32  63  4  344

14.
 Carrefour.net  58  59  0  0  0

15.
 MetaCrawler  38  25  23  1  0

16.
 Excite(dogpile)  10  10  10  0  0

17.
 YelloWeb  6  6  0  0  0

18.
 Yahoo (Fr)  themes=3

 sites=42

 themes=3
 sites=42

 themes=3
 sites=42

 themes=3
 sites=42

 themes=3
 sites=42

19.
 Lokace  10396  (la) = 530821

(capitale)=10396

 see Q3  see Q4  see Q5

20. Francité* 656 656 see Q3 see Q4 see Q5
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• Result for the question Q3

Search
engines

les conditions (2) de travail (2) des salariés entreprises la capitale

1. 
 Lokace  434312  60036  643208  96116  491567  7651  85240  530821  10396

2. Francité ∅ 1314 ∅ 3443 ∅ 242 4524 ∅ 663

• Result for the question Q4

ET conditions travail salariés entreprises capitale

1.
 Lokace  502050  60036  96116  7651  85240  10396

2.
 Francité  ∅∅  1314  3443  242  4524  663

3. DejaNews 894744 72937 6397 525 1697 1428

• Result for the question Q5

Search
engines

AND conditions travail salariés entreprises capitale

1.
 Lokace  116433  60036  96116  7651  85240  10396

2. Francité ∅∅ 1299 3391 236 4434 656

     The problem of interrogation in natural language can generated the no-pertinent information for the
research. However, if the user uses an important textual sequence a very long sentence such as the
question Q2, the system gives false information (HotBot gives 4306052 results for the quantifier ‘la’ )
and AltaVista gives for the question Q3 :

 Questions Answers Dates

1. 
 les conditions de travail des salariés des enterprises de la capitale  2047037  in 30.05.98

 

2. ’’ les conditions de travail des salariés des enterprises de la capitale ’’ ∅∅ in 30.05.98

This situation produces the ambiguities because of the number free predicates (the, of, each, etc.  )
component of the request. We notices that the answers from search engines (Yahoo, Nomade, ...) presents
a structure of metadata. This structure is constituted of categories : titles, under-titles, abstracts and
URL.

3. Quantitative measures and Oriented filtering of solutions issued by WEB

4.1. Modeling of oriented needs of users in cooperative mode
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user(s)

     By tapping the corresponding URL to question the WEB servers for the same question each, one will
adopt a formulation that is proper to concerning the search engine, the serves, and the composition of his
questions. The users has tendency to be oriented towards the server that he has already used although is
competence on the other servers. Long since it's well known that the result of an indexing has to serve in an
interrogation .The scheme of filtering the relations between queries and answers by the users is giving by :

a) Choice of search engine

b) Question(s) on search engine

c) Obtained all solutions indexed of the questions

d) Filtering of the solutions decided by the user in mode cooperative, (if failure)

users-Queries system-Answers steps

fig.4. Schema representing the process of filtering of queries by users.

An is the filtered final answers with the oriented needs by steps :

 s= < s1, s2,..., sk-1, sk, sk+1, ... , sn-1, sn>                  with An = ααn+ββn

An = ααn+ββn where ββn is the set of no-pertinent solutions (rejected by users :  ββn = ∅)

 ααn is the set of  pertinent solutions (accepted  by users :   ααn ≠ ∅)

     The interrogation flexible consists to offering the user the possibility to eliminate the "parasite"
solutions and to reformulate the request. The graduate process of filtering steps permits to reduce the
set of solutions. The user constitute the database contains the solutions. However, at the present time,
the result of a research on the WEB is not exploitable because of the great number of answers. It will
be useful to find other tools to filter his information masses. In the present paper, we propose to use the
an mathematical measurement linked to relations between the questions and the title, the abstract and
URL address. The criteria permits to capture the reference of documents.

4.2. Selection of the documents with quantitative implication

Queries :
Q1, Q2 ,..., Qn

Yahoo, Excite,
Infoseek,...

Titles, Abstracts, URLAnswers :
A1, A2, ... , An

Q0

Q1

Q2
....

Qk

Qn-1

Qn

A0

A1

A2
....

Ak

An-1

An

WEB

s0

s1

s2
....

sk

sn-1

sn
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     The aim is to limit the noise by analyzing the
answers issued by web. The captures (under the
shape) ASCII of a file that resulted from an
interrogation that mainly present the following
structures : titles, abstracts,  URL
address(documents). The classification of the
obtained answers leans on the quantitative
measurements. However, it allows to reformulate
the questions in cooperative mode by means of
weighting. We only choose the search engines that
index the abstract and the text of document. This

choice will permit the evaluation of, on the one
hand the implication relation between the question
and the title and, the implication between the
question and the abstract, and the relation between
the question and the document, on the other hand,
the implication between the question and the all
answers captured. However, it seems that the
keywords of index files of the most robots are
extracted from documentary databases and from
the indexed servers.

The implications are :

λ λ λ λf Q t a d t Q t a Q a d Q d N( , , ) ( ) ( ) ( ) *( )→ → + → + →=

where λf  is the total frequency of predicate in all solutions ( N answers captured from WEB)

       If λf  is great, so the implication of the question in the title, the abstract and the document URL
address will be strong. This criterion will be used, in order to classify the answers and to permit to
oriented requests, in priority, to URL address of WEB.

Question Title Abstract Document
(obtained from URL address)

all answers captured
(N solutions)

Intensional
predicate
ex : /capitale/

λt is the number of occurrence

of  predicate in the title

λt (Question → title)

λa is the number of

occurrence of  predicate in

the abstract

λa(Question → abstract)

λd is the number of occurrence of

predicate in the document

λd (Question → document)

λs is the number of occurrence of predicate

in all documents captured (in N solutions)

λf (Question → all_answers)

5. Elaboration of DataBases with Semi-
Structured data stemming from WEB

5.1. Answers Filtering Process : Filtering
algorithm

      The process consists of filtering the answers
and presenting them in an order to facilitated the
decisional choices of user in cooperative mode.
The analysis of predicates in analyzed answers
has permitted to notice, that a descriptors is
shown at once in the title several times and in the
abstract that has a strong probability to be a
"good descriptor" during a new research. In the
present process, the user intervenes after the
sentence of statistic indexing to eliminate the
parasite solutions and then to reorient this
request on the set of solutions the following
procedure :

a) Choice of search engine.

b) Question(s) on search engine.

c) Obtained all solutions indexed of the
questions.

d) Downloading (files ASCII and HTML)
with  address URL, titles,  abstracts, etc..

e) Typographic Filtering the texts
downloading (ASCII and HTML) by user
or/and automatic treatment.

f) Distinction of parts of the file to process
(titles, abstracts, URL) and parts to delete
by user or/and automatic treatment.

g) Calculation of the implication of the
question Q in the title (λt)

h) Calculation of the implication of the
question Q in the abstracts (λa)
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i) Calculation of the implication of the
question Q in the document downloading
by URL (λd)

 

j) Calculation of the final implication
λ λ λ λf Q t a d t Q t a Q a d Q d N( , , ) ( ) ( ) ( ) *( )→ → + → + →=

k) Presentation of solutions in an order (λf

very great).

l) Final classification : Database Semi-
Structured (only URL address, titles,
abstracts).

m) New search strategies on the Database
Semi-Structured (only URL address, titles,
abstracts).

n) Navigation of the users in the semi-
structured documents.

o) Relevant document downloading helps by
the URL.

p) Control the solutions by the user {if
failure : question(s) on  other search
engines}.

     This one would orient the user towards the
optimal request that would permit to capture the
final document. The quantitative method that the
relations between the questions and the captured
elements (titles, abstracts, documents) will be
used in order to construct hierarchic
classification.

5.2. Constitution de databases of strategic
information ( indexed databases)

     This modeling of users needs follows a preview
process. A solution would be to present all answers
(even de most noisy for intensional predicates) and
to let the choice to user to satisfy his demand.
Other solution would be to determine the NP of the
question and he compare them to NP solutions of
titles and abstracts in order to improve the
filtering.

      The goal is to make an syntactical analysis
on the contents of tittle, and downloaded
abstracts and to represent the NP solutions in
order to construct of database filtered an
indexed databases for the information research.

This optic obliges the databases to provide to
the user on all the NP that answers his question.
This optic of marking the set of solution would
permit to filter the information due to the
existence of a mark. When the system produce
different solutions, the user has to select the
best solutions and/or to call automatic analysis
by agents of filtering (Foltz & Dumais 1992).
To reaper the information, the strategies based
on the algorithm of classification allows the
filtering. It should be noted that the access to
content of document is not obtained by such
methods. The general process will be completed
by a linguistic procedure of filtering :

a) Filtering lexical of  intensional predicates
(simple or complex) of  texts of Database
Semi-Structured.

b) Syntactical analysis on the texts of
Database Semi-Structured (only URL
address, titles, abstracts).

c) Classification by order of NP in titles, in
abstracts and in the documents.

d) The user consults the list of NP titles in
priority, {if failure then go to  e)}

e) Presentation of solutions in an order (λf

very great).

f) Constitution de databases of strategic
information.

g) Choice and Evaluation.

h) Future queries tested on the Database
Semi-Structured.

6. Conclusion : Perspective of this research

     This study propose two complementary
methods to conceive documentary system. The data
first one emphasis capturing textual data with
quantitative algorithm of filtering based on the
measure of implication between the question and
the titles, abstracts and documents. The second one
adopts a method that focuses on the role of the user
and on his knowledge filter the relevant answers
from the Web.

     Information Retrieval which is known as
documents, is the process of locating and retrieving
documents that are relevant to the user queries.
The approach which allows the user to navigate
and inspect the database documents captured
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according his demand. The future search strategies
proceed on the Database Semi-Structured (only
URL address, titles, abstracts) to look for relevant
document. The aim is to constitute de databases of
strategic information.

     In the case of an IR, there is no correspondence
between the set of reference (NP) that the user
wants and the set of reference that the system is
going to suggest to him. To limit the noisy/silence
problem,  we have to call the linguistic tools. We
suggested some elements to study the different
schema of interrogation The notions of
intensional_predicate, micro_NP, macro_NP,
macro_NP_final are used to introduce the different
navigation paths. The research will be oriented
toward complying of linguistics techniques with
filtering tools.
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